Electric Sugarcane Juice Extractor
Brief introduction
Our new Electric Sugar Cane Juice Extractor main parts and exterior are made of stainless steel. The
machine is designed for quick and convenient work and easy operation. This machine presses
out sugar cane juice; the juice is a pure, natural green drink;, sweet, cool, and
nutritious.
Features
1. Compact, simple to operate and clean.
2. All the parts touch with food are made of stainless steel, with corrosion
protection with rust inhibiting coatings to insure good sanitation.
3. Low power consumption, low noise, high efficiency, small size, easy to move.
4. Sugar cane juice and dregs are automatically ejected from the machine; you will
get clean juice quickly.
5. This machine can also be used to press other produce rich in fiber like ginger
Safety procedures
1. Always make sure the machine is umplugged when you clean out, perform
maintenance, or disassemble the machine.
2. Never use wet hands to touch the electric plug or the switch.
3. Do not allow a child to use this machine alone
4. Please put the machine on a flat table .
5. Never use your hand to touch any part of pressing mechanism while the
machine is running.
6. Clean it immediately, keep it clean when it’s stored.
7. If the electricity suddenly goes off when the machine is working, unplug and
check the overload protector before you restart it. .
Operation
1. Please wash the juicer before using it the first time. After cleaning the roller, use some
2. food grade lubricant when you reassemble the machine.
3. 1. Machine should always be placed on a flat surface.
4. 2. Clean your sugar cane carefully before pressing it. .
5. Keep the juice and slag containers in a good position.
6. 4.After using, unplug and clean the machine immediately.
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